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long silence. "Zach?" "Yeah?" "Are you going to make me say it
first?" Theres another pause and, if he says "say what?" Ill just
die, Daniel thinks. "Ive wanted to say it for a while," says Zach,
and Daniel breathes again. "Lets say it together, then nobody
has to be first." "Okay. Yeah. Ready?" "Ready." "I love you,"
they say. And they lie very still, waiting for the sky to fall.
Bittersweet Place is the first book in the Courtesans series, a
book about two young men and their growing commitment: to
one another, and to the difficult decisions they must make.
Daniel Sylvan and Zach Graham come to Chicago to find new
lives. Each has darkness in his past that he would rather forget,
but both young men learn that there is no future without the
past; that trying to bury old pain only leads to new pain. Difficult
as it may be, the past must be faced before they can grow.
Daniel and Zach must find the courage to grow...
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Complete guide for publication enthusiasts. I have read and i am sure that i will going to study again once again in the
future. Your way of life period will be transform once you total looking over this publication.
-- Sha yne O 'Conner-- Sha yne O 'Conner

This composed publication is great. It is one of the most remarkable publication i have got read through. I am just
quickly could get a delight of looking at a composed book.
-- Ca den B uckr idg e-- Ca den B uckr idg e
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